
Conclusion 

First experimental run: 

The collected charge has been measured applying 
different voltages to the external electrode and the 
obtained trend shows a good agreement with the 
response of conventional Faraday Cups. 

The proton beam absolute dose has been measured, 
fixing the voltage applied to the electrode, and a 
discrepancy not greater then 6% with respect to 
the doses measured with a conventional dosimetric 
ionisation chamber, has been observed.

The dependence of the FC response with the beam 
dose rate, evaluating the response of the secondary 
beam monitor detector (SEM) signal has been 
est imated. A non-l inear trend due to an 
underestimation of the dose at low dose rates, has 
been observed.


Second experimental run:

Regarding plasma diagnostics, a SiC and a CVD 
detector in ToF configuration have been used. The 
signals from SiC and CVD have been deconvolved to 
make possible the evaluation of the species, the 
number, and the energy of the produced particles. 
Using some CR39 devices, located near the same 
detectors, a good agreement between the counted 
particles with CR39s and the ones obtained analysing 
the ToF signals has revealed. 


Third experimental run:

An estimation of the electromagnetic noise allowed 
to appraise how the EMP changes in relation to the 
laser features and the distance with respect to the 
target.
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Purposes 
FC response characterization using the 62 MeV 
clinical proton beam at the CATANA (LNS-INFN);


In order to investigate the features of the proton/ion 
signal and identify the best experimental conditions 
(shielding, read-out, electronics) to perform absolute 
dose measurements with the Faraday Cup, the following 
tests in laser facilities, have been performed:


Plasma characterization using: SiC, CVD Diamond, 
RCF and CR39 detector at the TARANIS (UK) laser 
facility;

Electromagnetic pulse (EMP) characterization at 
the TARANIS (UK) and PALS (CZ) facility;
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Introduction 
The international project ELIMED (Extreme Light 
Infrastructure for MEDical and multidisciplinary 
application) collaboration between the INFN-LNS in 
Catania and FZU (Academy of Sciences of Czech 
Republic) in Prague is focused on the development of 
innovative instrumentation, technologies and dosimetric 
methodologies pointed to the realization of a beam line 
for dosimetric and radiobiological studies based on 
laser-driven beams. In this framework, an innovative 
Faraday Cup (FC) f o r t he abso lu te dose 
measurements with laser driven ion beams has been 
characterized, together with several diagnostics

FC design 
This detector features a peculiar geometric 
configuration of the inner electrode making it more 
efficient in the charge-collection process in comparison 
to the traditional Faraday Cups actually employed in 
radiotherapy.


